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Abstract

A theoretical investigation has been made of nonlinear propagation of ultra-low-frequency

electromagnetic waves in a magnetized two fluid (negatively charged dust and positively charged

ion fluids) dusty plasma. These are modified Alfven waves for small value of 8 and are modified

magnetosonic waves for large 9, where 6 is the angle between the directions of the external mag-

netic field and the wave propagation. A nonlinear evolution equation for the wave magnetic field,

which is known as Korteweg de Vries (K-dV) equation and which admits a stationary solitary

wave solution, is derived by the reductive perturbation method. The effects of external magnetic

field and dust characteristics on the amplitude and the width of these solitary structures are

examined. The implications of these results to some space and astrophysical plasma systems,

especially to planetary ring-systems, are briefly mentioned.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, there has been a rapidly growing interest in understanding wave phenomena in dusty

plasmas (plasmas with extremely massive and highly charged dust grains) which are ubiquitous

in laboratory, space, and astrophysical plasma environments, such as, cometary tails, asteroid

zones, planetary rings, interstellar medium, earth's environment, etc. [1-5]. It has been shown

both theoretically and experimentally that the presence of extremely massive and highly charged

static dust grains modifies the existing plasma wave spectra [6-10], whereas the dynamics of these

extremely massive and highly charged dust grains introduces new eigen modes [11-17]. These

modes are, for example, low frequency dust-acoustic mode [11-13], dust ion-acoustic mode [14],

dust-lower hybrid mode [15], dust-drift mode [16, 17], etc. A large number of investigations

[11-22] have focussed attention on linear and nonlinear properties of these electrostatic modes

in dusty plasmas. Recently, there has also been much interest in different new electromagnetic

eigen modes in dusty plasmas and a very limited number of attempts have been made on

propagation of low frequency electromagnetic modes [23-25] in such a dusty plasma system.

Verheest & Buti [23] and Reddy et al. [24] have investigated the propagation of low frequency

electromagnetic Alfven waves (propagating along the ambient magnetic field) in a magnetized

multi-species dusty plasma. Rao [25] has made a linear analysis of low frequency magnetosonic

mode (propagating perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field) in a magnetized dusty plasma.

The present work has considered a two fluid magnetized dusty plasma system, consisting of a

highly negatively charged, extremely massive dust fluid and positively charged ion fluid, and

has made an investigation of obliquely propagating electromagnetic solitary structures which

are due to the modified Alfven mode for small 6 and due to the modified magnetosonic mode

for large (?, where 6 is the angle between the directions of the external magnetic field and the

wave propagation.

The paper is organized as follows. The basic equations governing our plasma system is

presented in section 2. The Korteweg de Vries (K-dV) equation is derived by employing the

reductive perturbation method in section 3. The solitonic solution of this K-dV equation is

obtained and the properties of these electromagnetic solitary structures are discussed in section

4. Finally, a brief discussion is given in section 5.

2. Governing equations

We consider a two-component magnetized dusty plasma system consisting of negatively charged

(extremely massive) dust and positively charged ion fluids. This plasma system is assumed to

be immersed in an external static magnetic field (Bo) which lies in the y-z plane. Thus, at



equilibrium we have n,o = Zdndo, where n;o (ndo) is the equilibrium ion (dust) number density

and Zji is the number of electrons residing on the dust grains. We assumed here that the electron

number density is highly depleted due to the attachment of almost all electrons to the surface

of highly charged and extremely massive dust grains. This model is relevant to planetary ring-

systems (e.g. Saturn's F-ring [1, 14]) and laboratory experiment [13]. The macroscopic state of

this plasma system may be described by the continuity equation, the equation of motion, and

the Maxwell system of equations:

dns

dt
V - ( n , u s ) = 0 , (1)

msns{— + us • V)us = qsns(E + -us x B) - VPS, (2)

1 flD

(3)

c ft ' ( 4 )

(5)
s

V • B = 0, (6)

where s (= i,d) denotes the species, namely, ion and dust; ms, qg, and ns are, respectively, mass,

charge, and number density of the species s; us is the hydrodynamic velocity, Ps = nskBTs with

keTg being the thermal energy; E is the electric field and B is the magnetic field; c is the speed

of light in free space.

We look at the waves propagating along the z-axis (it should be noted that the external

magnetic field Bo makes an angle 9 with the z-axis) where all wave quantities will depend

only on z and t. We consider cold dust fluid, quasi-neutrality condition, and negligible the

contribution due to the displacement current. Then, one can reduce our basic equations (1) —

(6) to

-£ + V • (nurf) = 0, (7)

3&<v x BT)]" < ( v x

ud) - (BT • V)urf - -L[V x (*£)] = 0, (9)

where n is the dust particle number density normalized to ryo; B T is the total magnetic field vec-

tor normalized to Bo; d/dt = d/dt + udzV; VA = Bo/\/47rndo(Zdmi + mj); Cd = v/ZdTi/(Zdmi + md);

u;Ci = eB0/(mjc); wcd = ZdeBo/(mdc).



3. Derivation of the K-dV equation

To study electromagnetic solitary waves in the dusty plasma system under consideration, we

construct a weakly nonlinear theory of the low frequency electromagnetic waves with small but

finite amplitude which leads to the scaling of the independent variables through the standard

Korteweg-de Vries (K-dV) stretching

£ = elf2(z — Vt) 1
r = e*l\ ' ' / ( 1 0 )

where e is a small parameter measuring the weakness of the dispersion and Vp is the wave phase

velocity. We can expand the perturbed quantities n, UdZ)y,x) and Bj (it should be noted that

Bj = cos#) about their equilibrium values in powers of e as:

n = 1 + + +

(ID

Now, substituting (10) and (11) in (7) - (9) and equating various powers of e, a sequence of

equations can be obtained. Equating the coefficients of e3/2 one obtains a set of equations which

can be simplified as

u
(i) _
dy —

(12)

The last equation represents the general dispersion relation for the low frequency electromag-

netic waves in a magnetized dusty plasma under consideration. It is obvious that for parallel

propagation (9 = 0) this (with +ve sign) reduces to the simplest form of the dispersion relation

for the dust Alfven mode [23, 24], in which the magnetic pressure (BO/4TT) gives rise to the

restoring force and the plasma mass density (n^m; + n^om^) provides the inertia, and that for

perpendicular propagation (9 — 90°) this reduces to the dispersion relation for the magnetosonic

mode [25] in which the sum of magnetic and ion-thermal pressures (Bg/47r + n^ksT;) gives rise

to the restoring force and the plasma mass density (njomi + n^ma) provides the inertia. It

should be mentioned that for zero external magnetic field (VA — 0) this magnetosonic mode

turns into the dust-acoustic mode studied by a number of authors in last few years [11-13,

19-22].



The next set of the equations, which are obtained by substituting (10) and (11) into (7)

(9) and the equating of e2, can be written as

,,(1) _
udx —

(13)

The last set of the equations, which are obtained by substituting (10) and (11) into (7) - (9)

and the equating of e5/2, are expressed as

- f t (14)

(15)

Now, using (12) - (17), one can eliminate u"dJz, and By ' and can obtain

(18)

where
A =
D = c '

(19)

C = V*V*(V* + C2
d) sin2 9 + (V* - C2

d)HVp
2 + V\ cos2 6). J

This equation (18), which is nothing but the K-dV equation, describes the nonlinear propagation

of low frequency electromagetic waves (due to the oscillations of dust particles and ions) in the

magnetized dusty plasma system under consideration.

4. Solitonic solution of t h e K-dV equation

The steady state solitonic solution of the K-dV equation is obtained by considering a moving

coordinate (moving with speed UQ) rj = £ — UOT, and imposing the appropriate boundary condi-
(1) dB'1' d2B'^

tions, viz., By -> 0, - ^ > 0, —^ > 0 at r\ -> dboo. Thus, one can express the steady state



solitonic solution of this K-dV equation as

flW^gsech^-uor)/*], (20)

where the amplitude Bym (normalized to Bo) and the width 8 are given by

4 = 3TXQ/A, \

It is obvious from (19) that since Vp > Cd, A is always positive. Therefore, the sign of D defines

the nature of these electromagnetic solitary structures. For D < 0, we find subsonic (uo < 0)

rarefactive electromagnetic solitary structures and for D > 0, we find supersonic (uo > 0) com-

pressive electromagnetic solitary structures. It is shown that for the pure magnetosonic waves

(0 = 7r/2) D is always positive, i.e., only compressive electromagnetic solitons exist and for

0 < TT/2 there exist rarefactive electromagnetic K-dV solitons if

_v}«*» _ « - « - (22)
V*-V

It should be mentioned here that these K-dV solitons do not exist for the pure compressional

Alfven mode (9 = 0) since in this case cos 0 = 1 and Vp = VA- In this case one should derive the

derivative nonlinear Schrodinger (DNLS) equation [26] and study the properties of the Alfven

solitons which are investigated elsewhere [28].

In order to have some numerical appreciation of the results, we have made numerical cal-

culations for usual space and astrophysical dusty plasma parameters [27]: m<j = 10~12 gm,

mi = 1CT23 gm, ndo = 10 cm"3, T| = 0.1 eV, Zd = 105 - 107, and Bo = 0.01 - 1.0 Gauss, and

have shown how the height and the width of the electromagnetic solitary structures change with

the magnitude of the external magnetic field (Bo) and of the dust grain charge (Zd). The results

are displayed in Figures 1 and 2. They show that as we increase the magnitude of the external

magnetic field, both the amplitude and the width of these solitary structures increase. They

further show that as we increase the magnitude of the dust grain charge, the amplitude decreases

whereas the width increases.

5. Discussion

A self consistent and general description of weakly nonlinear low-frequency electromagnetic

waves (propagating obliquely with the ambient magnetic field) in a magnetized two component

dusty plasma (consisting of highly negatively charged, extremely massive dust and positively

charged ion fluids) has been presented. The analysis in which the nonlinear K-dV equation and

its solitonic solution are derived, is based on the reductive perturbation method and fluid theory.



It is assumed here that the electron number density is highly depleted due to the attachment of

almost all electrons to the surface of highly charged and extremely massive dust grains. This

assumption is relevant to planetary ring-systems (e. g. Saturn's F-ring [1, 14]) and laboratory

experiment [13]. The cold dust fluid and the quasi-neutrality condition are also considered.

It has been shown that for perpendicular propagation (6 — TT/2) there exist only super mag-

netosonic (uo > 0) compressive solitary structures. However, for a certain range of 6, satisfying

the condition (22), super magnetosonic (uo > 0) compressive solitary structures may change

sub-magnetosonic (uo < 0) rarefactive ones. The nonlinear analysis presented here is not valid

for exact parallel propagation (9 = 0) in which case one should derive the derivative nonlinear

Schrodinger (DNLS) equation [26] and examine the properties of these Alfven solitons [28]. It

has been shown that as we increase the magnitude of the external magnetic field, both the

amplitude and the width of these solitary structures increase. It is also found here that as we

increase the magnitude of the dust grain charge, the amplitude decreases whereas the width

increases.

It may be pointed out that these results might be useful for understanding the electromag-

netic disturbances in some space and astrophysical dusty plasma systems, especially in planetary

ring systems, because the planetary magnetic field lines from a nearly aligned dipole (Jupiter,

Saturn, etc.) are perpendicular to the equatorial plane in which the bulk of the ring material

moves.

It may be added here that the effects of inhomogeneity in plasma density and in the am-

bient magnetic field on these electromagnetic solitary structures and their instabilities are also

problems of great importance but beyond the scope of the present work.
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Figure 1: Variation of the apmplitude (Bym) of the solitary waves with the external magnetic

field (Bo) for u0 = Cd, md = 10~12, mi = 1(T23, nd0 = 10 cm"3 , Tj = O.leV, Zd = 105 (curve

1), Zd = 106 (curve 2), and Zd = 107 (curve 3).
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Figure 2: Variation of the width (8) of the solitary waves with the external magnetic field

(Bo) for u0 = Cd, md = 10"12, m; = 1CT23, nd0 = 10 cm"3, T; = O.leV, Zd = 105 (curve 1),

Zd = 106 (curve 2), and Zd = 107 (curve 3).
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